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carmageddon is a classic. its probably one of the best racing games ever made and one of the all
time great mac titles that will stay true to its roots. if youre looking for a great racing game, youd be

a fool to ignore it, its a must have for your mac library! carmageddon ii: carpocalypse now -
gameplay this game is tough - it will punish you for being careless or taking too long to complete a

race. the difficulty escalates as the race progresses, and there is absolutely no tolerance for
unfinished games. it is thus very important that you make sure that you are capable of finishing any
race that you start. the change in tone from the original is quite clear in the sequel. it's much more
adult in a couple of ways. while the original was just a general throwback to the '80s, the second
game has a much more modern feel - it could almost be thought of as more of a rock 'n' roll tone

than a classic '80s feel. carmageddon ii is a good example of how a game can achieve a real sense
of timelessness and style in its presentation. after all, you'll be racing through these classic tracks in

the same way a whole slew of other gamers have before you. the new features in the sequel are
basically game-wide improvements. while many of them are welcome, such as the reduced
calibration window, the inclusion of the car collision detection system, and improved ai, the
improvements in mission design are what really sets carmageddon ii apart. a decade ago,

carmageddon earned its place in the door of many a gaming institution. it pioneered and perfected
the action arcade hit and spawned a slew of clones (which carmageddon ii's developers actually

consider themselves in some cases). it gave us concept art from which other games have since been
inspired, which means it's entirely possible this is the true smash hit of the year. don't believe us?

click the button.
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